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Read Book Bunn Cullen 4 1 Collection Kills Deadpool
Recognizing the artiﬁce ways to get this books Bunn Cullen 4 1 Collection Kills Deadpool is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to start getting this info. acquire the Bunn Cullen 4 1
Collection Kills Deadpool member that we present here and check out the link.
You could purchase guide Bunn Cullen 4 1 Collection Kills Deadpool or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download this Bunn Cullen 4 1 Collection Kills Deadpool after getting deal. So, in
imitation of you require the ebook swiftly, you can straight acquire it. Its hence entirely simple and thus fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this tone

KEY=CULLEN - ASHTYN SCHMITT
DEADPOOL KILLS DEADPOOL
Marvel Entertainment Collects Deadpool Kills Deadpool #1-4. The ﬁnal act of the Deadpool Killogy begins! Deadpool sets his sites on the ultimate target...himself! Contains over 700% of your daily
recommended Deadpool!

DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE
Marvel Entertainment Collects Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe #1-4. What if everything you thought was funny about Deadpool was actually just disturbing? What if he decided to kill everyone and
everything that makes up the Marvel Universe? What if he actually pulled it oﬀ? Would that be FUN for you? The Merc with a Mouth takes a turn for the twisted in a horror comic like no other!

DEADPOOL KILLS DEADPOOL
Marvel The ﬁnal act of the Deadpool Killogy begins! Deadpool sets his sites on the ultimate target...himself! Contains over 700% of your daily recommended Deadpool! COLLECTING: Deadpool Kills
Deadpool 1-4

DEADPOOL CLASSIC VOL. 16
KILLOGY
Marvel Entertainment Wade Wilson stars in a killogy of chaos! It all begins when (spoilers!) Deadpool kills the Marvel Universe! But what could drive another dimension's DP to murderize every other
costumed hero and villain on his world? And his bloodlust doesn't stop there. Not when the Ideaverse is full of the fabled icons of classic literature - you know, the ones your parents read about in books.
And not when there are multiple realities, harboring inﬁnite mercs with inﬁnite mouths. Before this Wade's work is done, every one of them must be silenced - permanently! Collects DEADPOOL KILLS THE
MARVEL UNIVERSE #1-4, DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED #1-4, and DEADPOOL KILLS DEADPOOL #1-4.

DEADPOOL MINIBUS
Marvel Deadpool's wildest adventures are collected in one blood-soaked volume! What if Deadpool decided to kill everyone and everything that makes up the Marvel Universe? What if he followed that up
by slaughtering the most famous ﬁctional characters in classic literature? And what if he ﬁnally took aim at the ultimate target: himself? You'd have the fan-favorite "Deadpool Killogy," that's what! But
when Deadpool batt les Deadpool, will he win or perish? Yes! Then: Deadpool awakes from a food coma to ﬁnd...the zombie apocalypse has occurred! Can the Merc with a Mouth avoid becoming the Merc
in their mouths?! And when Deadpool takes on Carnage, good crazy battles bad-crazy, blood will ﬂow...and Deadpool will literally go to pieces! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE 1-4,
DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED 1-4, DEADPOOL KILLS DEADPOOL 1-4, NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL 1-4, DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE 1-4

DEADPOOL: ASSASSIN
Marvel Entertainment Collecting Deadpool: Assassin #1-6. Cullen Bunn, master of the Deadpool limited series, joins comics legend Mark Bagley to set the sassin assassin against his own kind! The
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Assassins Guild, that is! Theyre gunning for Deadpool and anybody he cares about, and Wades healing factor is about to be put to the ultimate test by the knife-wielding speedster called Harvester! And
even if Deadpool is lucky enough to survive that encounter, the nefarious neer-do-wells lining up to take their shot will make that showdown look like a walk in the park! But the Guild picked the wrong
Merc to mess with. And soon Deadpool and his pals will take the ﬁght to the assassins and hit them where they live  literally! But in an all-out assault on the Assassins Guilds HQ, not everybody will
make it out in one piece!

DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED
Marvel Entertainment Collects Deadpool Killustrated #1-4. Deadpool has already killed every hero in the Marvel Universe, but he isn't through. This time...Deadpool's gonna take down the most famous
characters in classic literature! Why read a book when you can watch a book die?! Tom Sawyer gets slashed in TWAIN! The Little Women's throats MAY get ALL-CUT! Scrooge gets a visit from THREE
BULLETS! Gulliver gets a SWIFT DEATH! The Three Musketeers are all for DONE! Sherlock Holmes gets to the bottom of HIS OWN GRAVE! And more book-related puns! Can Deadpool rid the universe of the
scourge of classical literature? Throw away your library card and buy this book! You never knew how badly you needed this!

DEADPOOL MINIBUS (NEW PRINTING)
Marvel Deadpool's wildest adventures are collected in one blood-soaked volume! What if Deadpool decided to kill everyone and everything that makes up the Marvel Universe? What if he followed that up
by slaughtering the most famous ﬁctional characters in classic literature? And what if he ﬁnally took aim at the ultimate target: himself? You'd have the fan-favorite "Deadpool Killogy," that's what! But
when Deadpool battles Deadpool, will he win or perish? Yes! Then: Deadpool awakens from a food coma to ﬁnd...the zombie apocalypse has occurred! Can the Merc with Mouth avoid becoming the Merc in
their mouths?! And when Deadpool takes on Carnage, good-crazy battles bad-crazy, blood will ﬂow--and Deadpool will literally go to pieces! COLLECTING: Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe 1-4, Deadpool
Illustrated 1-4, Deadpool Kills Deadpool 1-4, Night of the Living Deadpool 1-4, Deadpool vs. Carnage 1-4

DEADPOOL & THE MERCS FOR MONEY VOL. 2
IVX
Marvel Entertainment CollectsÿDeadpool & the Mercs for Money (2016B) #6-8, Deadpool Annual (2016) 1. The Mercs for Money are under new management, and now Domino is calling the shots! But
that doesn't mean that Deadpool can't still have input - like, for instance, on the squad's uniforms! Yes! The Rainbow Deadpool Squad is back - new and improved! It's a kaleidoscope of colorful chaos! But
imagine if Deadpool had formed a team in the 1980s, on Saturday morning TV. Prepare to discover the secret, unearthed, never-before-viewed pilot of...Deadpool and his Insuﬀerable Pals! Featuring...wait,
Iceman and Firestar? Something isn't right...

HARROW COUNTY VOLUME 4: FAMILY TREE
Dark Horse Comics The Southern horror series continues and is now under development for a SyFy Network television show! Emmy believes she is one of a kind, that there is no one else in the world
quite like her. As strangers arrive in Harrow County, though, she discovers just how wrong she is. Are these beings--each possessing strange and ghastly supernatural abilities--her family? Collects the Dark
Horse comic series Harrow County #13-#16. Praise for Harrow County from those who know their way around a good horror story! "Genuinely creepy and engaging, plus delicious art." -Mark Millar (KickAss) "Harrow County #1 is worth checking out if you're a horror comic fan!" -Clive Barker (Hellraiser) "A rare thing, both wonderfully charming and genuinely disturbing." -Mike Mignola (Hellboy)

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL
Marvel Deadpool awakes from a food coma to ﬁnd...the zombie apocalypse has occurred! Now, can the Merc with a mouth avoid becoming the Merc in their mouths?! Thrill to the sight of a hideous,
rotting-ﬂeshed monster shambling about the landscape...and don't forget all the zombies that he's ﬁghting! (Get it? That ﬁrst one referred to Deadpool. Who says zombie horror comics can't have a little
humor?) Cullen Bunn, writer of the fan-favorite Deadpool Killogy, brings us one of Deadpool's darkest tales ever...and we're not just saying that because it's in black and white (and red)! So ring the dinner
bell and nail shut the door, as Deadpool takes on the undead! COLLECTING: Night of the Living Deadpool 1-4

DEADPOOL & THE MERCS FOR MONEY VOL. 0
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MERC MADNESS
Marvel Entertainment Deadpool might be an Avenger now, but he's also got his own private team of mercenaries...the legally-cleared-to-be-called MERCS FOR MONEY! Got a problem you can't solve on
your own and a pile of money you'd like to be rid of? Just call Deadpool, Stingray, Massacre, Solo, Foolkiller, Terror and Slapstick and watch as that problem is shot, stabbed, eviscerated, pulverized and
generally made bloody! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL & THE MERCS FOR MONEY #1-5.

DEADPOOL VS CARNAGE
The bullets and blood will ﬂow as Marvel's two greatest psychos go toe-to-toe! Has the Merc with a Mouth met his match?

DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE
Marvel Entertainment Collects Deadpool vs. Carnage #1-4, Superior Carnage Annual #1.

DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE OMNIBUS
What if everthing you thought was funny about Deadpool... was actually just disturbing? What if he decided to kill everyone and everything that makes up the Marvel Universe? What if he actually pulled it
oﬀ? Would that be FUN for you? What if you could see him do it once and then see him do it all again? Well now you can! Collecting Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe 1-4 & Deadpool Kills the Marvel
Universe Again 1-5.

MARVEL LEGACY
Marvel Entertainment Collects Marvel Legacy #1, Marvel Legacy Primer pages, FOOM Magazine (2017). EVERYTHING STARTS HERE! It begins at the dawn of the human race, and ends with a child's
prayer! In between, empires fall, mysteries brew, secrets are revealed, quests are undertaken and legends are forged! All leading up to the dramatic return you've been waiting for - and one you've been
dreading! Jason Aaron (MIGHTY THOR) and Esad Ribic (SECRET WARS) usher in a new dawn - one whose rays will touch every corner of the Marvel Universe in the days to come! MARVEL LEGACY: It's
everything you've been longing for - and more!

DEADPOOL CLASSIC VOL. 23
MERCS FOR MONEY
Marvel Entertainment Collecting Deadpool & The Mercs For Money (2016a) #1-5, Deadpool & The Mercs For Money (2016b) #1-8 And Deadpool: Back In Black #1-5. When Deadpool cashes in by
franchising out his look, Stingray, Masacre, Solo, Foolkiller, Terror and Slapstick suit up as the Mercs for Money! But theyre all about to learn that Deadpool is a terrible boss, and the risky missions Wade
assigns just arent worth the cash hes (barely) paying! Before long the M4M are revolting, and a new squad forms  with Domino calling the shots! Then, remember back during the original Secret Wars,
when Deadpool found the symbiotic costume that would later bond with Spider-Man? No? Well, the costume remembers  and months later when Spidey rejects it, the costume tracks down DP again!
Witness an untold story from Wade Wilsons past as Deadpool goes back in black!

RETURN OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL
Marvel Last year, Cullen Bunn brought us NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL, the hit tale of the Merc with the Mouth trapped in the zombie apocalypse. In the end, our hero found a "cure" of sorts to this
horrible outbreak - any zombie that ate Deadpool transformed...into another Deadpool. And they lived happily ever after? Not so fast, as Cullen Bunn returns, joined by the amazing artwork of Nik Virella,
to let us know that wandering hordes of Deadpools might just be worse than ﬂesh-hungry walking corpses. COLLECTING: Return of the Living Deadpool 1-4

DEADPOOL CLASSIC VOL. 17
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HEADCANON
Marvel Entertainment They may be alternate reality Deadpools, but they're still just as Mercy and just as Mouthy! Like the Wade Wilson who was part of an ultra-secret special ops team along with allies
named Bullseye, Silver Sable and Domino! But a bloody Mexican massacre will leave agent Deadpool with a lot of explaining to do! And how about the Cold War Wade Wilson, codename: Deadpool? He's
the CIA's most valuable asset -but also certiﬁably insane! It's lies, spies and shapely thighs as DP goes Pulp! Then, Wade is a dash of color in a black-and-white world ravaged by zombies. When the dead
walk, Deadpool is mankind's only hope -but if he triumphs, who will save us from him? COLLECTING: DEADPOOL: WADE WILSON'S WAR #1-4, DEADPOOL PULP #1-4, NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL #1-4,
RETURN OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL #1-4.

RETURN OF THE LIVING DEADPOOL
Marvel Entertainment Night of the Living Deadpool brought you the tale of the Merc with the Mouth trapped in a zombie apocalypse. Our hero eventually found a cure to the outbreak  any zombie
that ate Deadpool transformed into another Deadpool. Happily ever after? Not so fast! Because wandering hordes of Deadpools might just be worse than ﬂesh-hungry walking corpses! Now, the world is
overrun by zillions of Deadpools and zillions of zombies, and a girl named Liz just wants to live through the night. But did she really just ﬁnd a good Deadpool among the chaotic hordes? Plus: Wait, whats
the actual danger of a planet overrun with Deadpools? Tummy sore from laughing? Or just too much of a good thing? I have no idea how this is going to end. Collecting Return of the Living Deadpool #1-4.

VENOM BY CULLEN BUNN
THE COMPLETE COLLECTION
Marvel Entertainment Collects Venom (2011) #23-42 & #27.1, Minimum Carnage: Alpha And Omega and Scarlet Spider (2012) #10-11. One of comics wildest writers takes on the symbiotic super
hero! Flash Thompson, the Secret Avenger called Agent Venom, faces Daimon Hellstrom and the Monsters of Evil in a battle to save his soul! But when Venoms psychopathic oﬀspring targets the
subatomic realm, Flash and the new Scarlet Spider must put their rivalry aside to deal with the madness of Carnage! Venom says farewell to NYC and heads to Philadelphia  but Toxin follows soon after.
And the pair of lethal symbiotes may unwittingly unleash something even more deadly! Can Flash battle side-by-side with the original Venom, Eddie Brock, to save the City of Brotherly Love? Plus:
Underworld boss Lord Ogre! The killer called Crossbones! And a symbiotic sidekick?! Cullen Bunns explosive Venom run is collected in full!

CAPTAIN AMERICA AND THE AVENGERS: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION
Marvel Captain America spends some one-on-one time with his Avengers buddies! Something is eating the locals in the San Andres Mountains - Cap and Hawkeye had better hope that arrows and a shield
will be enough to defeat a hive of dino-monstrosities! Then, Cap and Iron Man head to Madripoor for a technology expo - but when Batroc's Brigade shows up, a nightmare is unleashed! Back in World War
II, Invaders Cap and Namor face a huge problem when the Thule Society releases the Kraken! And Captain America and Black Widow are chased across countless worlds by Kashmir Vennema and her
multiversal corporation! It's all leading to a huge confrontation involving Hawkeye, Iron Man and...Doctor Doom? COLLECTING: CAPTAIN AMERICA AND HAWKEYE 629-632, CAPTAIN AMERICA AND IRON
MAN 633-635, CAPTAIN AMERICA AND BLACK WIDOW 636-640, CAPTAIN AMERICA AND NAMOR 635.1

THE SIXTH GUN VOL. 1
DELUXE EDITION
Oni Press During the darkest days of the Civil War, wicked cutthroats came into possession of six pistols of otherworldly power. In time, the Sixth Gun, the most dangerous of the weapons, vanished.
When the gun surfaces in the hands of an innocent girl, dark forces reawaken. Vile men thought long dead set their sights on retrieving the gun and killing the girl. Only Drake Sinclair, a gunﬁghter with a
shadowy past, stands in their way. But the guns have a power... and a destiny... more terrifying than anyone imagines! This deluxe edition collects the ﬁrst 11 issues of the smash hit series, THE SIXTH
GUN, in a massive, new, oversized format jammed with extras and bonus features, including never-before-seen pitch artwork, cover gallery, and the previously web-exclusive Christmas yarn, "Them's
What Ails Ya!"

DEADPOOL'S SECRET SECRET WARS
Marvel Entertainment Deadpool's Secret Secret Wars 1-4, Secret Wars (1984) 1
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DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE
The bullets and blood will ﬂow as Marvel's two greatest psychos go toe-to-toe! Has the Merc with a Mouth met his match? Collecting Deadpool Vs. Carnage #1-4.

DEADPOOL CLASSIC VOL. 16
KILLOGY
Marvel Wade Wilson stars in a killogy of chaos! It all begins when (spoilers!) Deadpool kills the Marvel Universe! But what could drive another dimension's DP to murderize every other costumed hero and
villain on his world? And his bloodlust doesn't stop there. Not when the Ideaverse is full of the fabled icons of classic literature - you know, the ones your parents read about in books. And not when there
are multiple realities, harboring inﬁnite mercs with inﬁnite mouths. Before this Wade's work is done, every one of them must be silenced - permanently! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL
UNIVERSE 1-4, DEADPOOL KILLUSTRATED 1-4, DEADPOOL KILLS DEADPOOL 1-4

THE SIXTH GUN VOL. 4
DELUXE EDITION
Oni Press THE SIXTH GUN Volume Four Hardcover, collects issues 36 through 41, featuring the Not The Bullet, But The Fall story arc of the ongoing series by Cullen Bunn, Brian Hurtt, Tyler Crook, and Bill
Crabtree, as well as the ﬁve issue spin-oﬀ mini-series SONS OF THE GUN with guest artist Brian Churilla. This oversized deluxe collection includes never before seen artwork, design sketches, cover
galleries, an introduction by USAGI YOJIMBO creator Stan Sakai, and more, from the Eisner-nominated fantasy western epic.

BONE PARISH |
BOOM! Studios The acclaimed necromantic horror series reaches its ﬁnal chapter as the gang war blows wide open on the streets of New Orleans. Every high has its comedown, and the Winters family is
in for a rude awakening. Once the innovator and sole dealer of the new necromantic drug that’s all the rage on the streets of New Orleans, they have since come under siege by rivals on all sides trying to
steal the market for themselves. And while the family has suﬀered heavy losses to this point, there’s more to come before in the harsh light of morning... Eisner Award-nominated author Cullen Bunn
(Harrow County, The Empty Man) and illustrator Jonas Scharf’s critically-acclaimed horror series concludes in Bone Parish Volume Three, as the Winters ﬁght oﬀ reckonings both personal and professional
to preserve their family empire.

DEADPOOL AND THE MERCS FOR MONEY
The Mercs for Money have taken down Negasonic Teenage Warhead - but maybe that wasn't such a good thing to do? And if they didn't like her vibes... wait 'til they take on Radioactive Man! Collecting
Deadpool & The Mercs For Money Vol. 2 #1-5 - subject to change.

DEADPOOL
THE ADAMANTIUM COLLECTION
Marvel Entertainment Presenting the Merc-iest, Mouth-iest Deadpool collection of all time! From his dynamic debut in 1991 to a story that unfolded across 2016's variant covers, celebrate 25 years of
Wade Wilson wackiness by the ﬁnest creators to ever regenerate the degenerate! Deadpool will try to stop the Juggernaut, cross the Black Panther's path and lock horns with Daredevil and Typhoid Mary!
He'll have an explosive encounter with Black Swan, and try to join the X-Men! COLLECTING: NEW MUTANTS (1983) #98; DEADPOOL: THE CIRCLE CHASE #1-4; DEADPOOL (1997) #6-8, #44, #65-69;
DAREDEVIL/DEADPOOL ANNUAL '97; BLACK PANTHER (1998) #23; CABLE & DEADPOOL #20-23; DEADPOOL (2008) #16-18; DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE #1-4; DEADPOOL (2012) #15-19;
DEADPOOL SECRET COMIC VARIANTS.

LUCKY DEVIL
Dark Horse Comics In the latest graphic novel from the creator of Harrow Couty, a down-on-his-luck schlub is possessed by a malevolent demon. Just when he thinks things can’t get worse, the exorcism
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goes wrong . . . and he ﬁnds that somehow he’s retained all of the entity’s supernatural gifts. After a path of revenge on all the people that have wronged him, he begins to gather worshippers and form a
cult. But the legions of Hell don’t take kindly to this, and they send demonic agents to murder the schlub-turned-god before he gains too much power.

DEADPOOL KILLS THE MARVEL UNIVERSE AGAIN
Marvel Entertainment Collecting Deadpool Kills the Marvel Universe Again #1-5. The writer and artist of the original slaughterfest reunite! Prepare for an all-new, all-diﬀerent tale of death and
destruction starring the Merc With A Mouth! You won't believe your eyes when Deadpool kills the entire Marvel Universe...again!

BASILISK VOL. 1
BOOM! Studios After escaping the Chimera, a cult-like group of supernaturally-powered young people, Regan will be dragged back into her dark past and forced to hunt down her former brethren. Deep
in rural America, the Chimera terrorized small towns with their horrifying supernatural powers. Bound by a cult-like hivemind, these ﬁve young people, each with incredible powers stemming from the ﬁve
human senses, left death and destruction in their wake. Who will stop them? Regan, one of the Chimera, escaped her brethren with her murderous eyes bound and has been hiding in cheap motels and
dive bars crippled with the guilt of her past. Until now… when someone will force her to hunt down the other four of her kind. New York Times bestselling horror writer Cullen Bunn (Harrow County, The
Empty Man) reunites with his Bone Parish co-creator, artist Jonas Scharf (Avengers Of The Wasteland), to unleash the ﬁrst chapter of a supernatural horror series rooted in the way we process the world –
our senses. Collects Basilisk #1-4.

MANOR BLACK
Dark Horse Comics From the creators of Harrow County and The Sixth Gun comes this gothic horror fantasy about a family of sorcerers in crisis. Roman Black is the moribund patriarch of a family of
powerful sorcerers. As his wicked and corrupt children ﬁght over who will take the reins of Manor Black and representative of the black arts, Roman adopts a young mage who he gifts his powers to with
the hope that someone good will take his place against the evil forces out to bring down his family and legacy. Collects Manor Black issues #1-4 and featuring a sketchbook section and pinup art by Jill
Thompson, Dan Brereton, Eric Henderson, and Greg Smallwood.

DEADPOOL & THE MERCS FOR MONEY VOL. 1
MO' MERCS, MO' MONKEYS
Marvel Entertainment Collects Deadpool & The Mercs For Money (2016B) #1-5. Deadpool is one of the best mercenaries on the planet. He may even be a passable Avenger -the jury's still out. But one
thing's for sure: he's a terrible team leader. Example? Wade Wilson has taken on a high-paying mission to take out radioactive super villains. But his employees aren't nearly as immune to radiation as he
is. Fingers crossed that Mercs for Money has a good medical plan! (But knowing Wade, it almost certainly does not.) First target on the irradiated hit list: Negasonic Teenage Warhead. But defusing her
won't be easy - in fact it could be a very bad idea. And if the MfMs ﬁnd her too hot to handle, wait 'til they take on Radioactive Man! Deadpool's got mo' mercs, mo' money and, naturally, mo' problems!

KING: MANDRAKE THE MAGICIAN #1
Dynamite Entertainment "It's time to put on a SHOW!" Welcome to the KING, full of IMPOSSIBLE TRICKERY and DEMONIC DESTRUCTION and HEARTBREAKING VILLAINY and WITCH DOCTORING and
GLOBAL CATASTROPHE and SMIRKING SLEIGHT-OF-HAND and DAPPER DETERMINATION! Witness MAGICAL MYSTERY by Eisner-Award Winner ROGER LANGRIDGE (Thor the Mighty Avenger) and JEREMY
TREECE (Marvel Zombies) with a connecting King cover by comic legend DARWYN COOKE! This issue features bonus content exclusively on comiXology!Ê

ARMY OF DARKNESS VOL. 4 #4
Dynamite Entertainment Trapped on a space station 200 miles above Earth, Ash is once again hounded by the demons of the Army of Darkness. This time, the forces of darkness have set their sights on
a complete takeover of the planet Earth. But Ash has other ideas - ideas that involve a little heavy metal robotic mayhem of his own!

DEADPOOL AND PHILOSOPHY
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MY COMMON SENSE IS TINGLING
Open Court Publishing Deadpool is the super-anti-hero who knows he's in a comic book. His unique situation and blood-stained history give rise to many philosophical puzzles. A group of philosophical
Deadpool fans delve into these puzzles in Deadpool and Philosophy. For instance, if you know that someone is writing the script of your life, can you really be a hero? Is Deadpool really Wade Wilson, or did
Wilson have his identity stolen by the monster who is now Deadpool? Are his actions predetermined by the writers, or does he trick the writers into scripting his choices? And what happens when Deadpool
breaks into the real world to kill the writers? What kind of existence do literary characters have? How can we call him a moral agent for good when he still commits murder left and right and then left again
and then right? Since Deadpool gets paid for his good deeds, can they be truly heroic? And which of the many Deadpool personalities are the real Deadpool? And of course, why does Deadpool love to
annoy Wolverine so much? Deadpool challenges us to think outside the box. Deadpool and Philosophy shows us the profound implications of this most contradictory and perplexing comic book character.

EVIL ERNIE #4
Dynamite Entertainment With Carrion Jane defeated, Ernie and Smiley, along with their reluctant sidekick Mary, hit the road to ﬁnd and stop Mistress Hel's other lovers. However, the hunters become
the hunted as two of her lovers already have Ernie in their sights. Will the trio be able to survive Mr. Sloth and Wicked Walter? This issue features bonus content exclusively on comiXology!

BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: DEATH OF APOLLO #4
Dynamite Entertainment In the wake of Apollo's tragic fate, Starbuck secretly recruits Boomer, Athena and a few chosen others for a desperate and unsanctioned mission, but his reckless determination
may be leaving the ﬂeet vulnerable to Cylon attack. And the gathering Cylon threat is stronger and more insidious than ever before. Starbuck won't let anything stop him... not Adama, not the Cylons and
not even common sense. Shocking drama and continuity-shaking military SF action from the acclaimed writer of Guardians of the Galaxy.
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